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1 Introduction

The advances made in laser technology over the past
4 decades have led to significant increases in the peak
pulse intensity achievable [1], with multiple facilities able
to produce pulses that far exceed the relativistic inten-
sity threshold (⩾ 1018 Wcm−2 at a wavelength of 0.8 -
1 µm) [2][3][4]. Along with enabling the exploration of
new regimes of laser-plasma interaction physics comes
the issue of how to control and manipulate pulses of this
intensity. When these pulses are transmitted through
conventional solid state optics, non-linear effects such as
self-phase modulation occur, negatively affecting pulse
characteristics. One potential solution to this is the use
of plasma based optics due to the ability of plasma to
withstand extremely high energy fluences. This field
of study is known as plasma optics or plasma photon-
ics, with the control of pulse parameters such as po-
larisation [5], pulse duration [6] and temporal intensity
contrast [7] having been investigated via either simula-
tion or experiment. The control of the transverse spa-
tial mode of a pulse at relativistic intensities is an ac-
tive area of research, with the generation of so-called
higher-order modes (HOM) at these intensities having
various potential applications such as novel forms of elec-
tron and proton acceleration [8][9]. Examples of HOM
include Laguerre-Gaussain (LG) and Hermite-Gaussian
(HG) modes, shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Examples of Higher Order Modes. Adapted
from [10]

One mechanism for generating relativistically intense
laser modes, shown in figure 2, involves the interaction
between a high intensity pulse and an aperture target,
generating a plasma at the aperture edges. As the pulse
interacts with this plasma, electron bunches are accel-
erated from the aperture edges, emitting light as they
do so in the form of a HOM. The electron bunches are
emitted once per laser-cycle from each aperture edge, at
opposite sides along the polarisation axis. Overall this
leads to bunches being produced twice per laser cycle,
meaning the generated HOM is composed of light with
a frequency twice that of the drive pulse. The inten-
sity of the generated light is around an order of magni-
tude below that of the drive pulse, enabling the HOM
to exceed the relativistic threshold. The study of this
mechanism leads on from experiments conducted by our
group at Strathclyde involving the generation of a rela-
tivistic plasma aperture in an ultrathin foil undergoing
transparency [14][12]. A similar mechanism has been re-
ported on in [13].

This report provides a summary of the development of
experimental methodologies to enable the investigation
of this novel plasma-based mechanism for the generation
of HOM at relativistic intensities, reported in [11], using
the Gemini laser system in early 2022.

Figure 2: Schematic of the plasma-based HOM genera-
tion mechanism. Adapted from [11]

The numerical investigation of this mechanism was
carried out prior to this experimental campaign, re-
ported on in [11], with a selection of the relevant results
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shown in figure 3. This includes the results of optimis-
ing the conversion efficiency of the mechanism, figure 3
(a), using 2D PIC simulations, by varying target thick-
ness and aperture diameter, showing an optimum spot
size (full-width at half-maximum; FWHM) to aperture
size ratio, that being when these two values are equal.
Shown in figure 3 (b) and (c) are examples of the use
of circularly and linearly polarised light, respectively, to
generate HOM, showing the dependency of the mode on
pulse polarisation. These results proved to be useful in
informing the direction of the experiment, giving us a
range of parameters over which we could focus the in-
vestigation as well as predictions of the outcomes.

Figure 3: Results from the numerical investigation of
the aperture mechanism, adapted from [11]. (a) Conver-
sion efficiency from laser energy to 2ω light as a function
of target thickness and aperture diameter. (b) and (c)
HOM generated using a circularly and linearly polarised
pulse, respectively.

2 Experimental Considerations

There were several obstacles to overcome experimentally.
The first was how to mitigate the effects of the movement
of the laser pulse between alignment to the target and
a full-power shot, known as the on-shot spatial jitter
of the laser pointing. Shown in figure 4 (a) and (b)
are measurements of the movement of the focal spot in
Y and X directions, respectively. These measurements
were made from several hundred low-power shots using
the Gemini system. From this it can be seen that it
is possible for the focal spot to move up to ∽ 3 µm in
the Y direction and ∽ 4 µm in the X direction. With
the optimum focal spot size to aperture size ratio found
via simulations to be when the two are equal and the
focusing optic being used in the experiment providing a

best focus of ∽ 3 µm, this could lead to multiple shots
missing the center of the aperture. One possible solution
to this was to use a much larger focal spot size, achieved
by moving the target past or into the focus of the beam.
Knowing that the magnitude of the jitter remains the
same, the negative effects of the on-shot spatial jitter
would be greatly reduced. This was not seen as a viable
option as increasing the focal spot size to this extent
would reduce the intensity of the pulse, potentially below
the relativistic threshold.

Figure 4: (a) and (b) are histograms of the movements of
the focal spot between each shot in Y and X directions,
respectively. (c) placement of a fiducial relative to an
aperture. (d) segment of the target wheel developed for
this experiment.

Knowing that it would be inevitable that a percent-
age of shots would miss the center of the apertures, the
solution was to run the experiment at the maximum pos-
sible repetition rate. This would allow us to take a large
enough number of shots such that there would be a sta-
tistically significant number of good shots (with the laser
focus centred on the aperture). We could then deter-
mine whether a shot was a hit or a miss from other shot
data such as the fractional transmission of the main pulse
through the aperture. This provided two additional chal-
lenges, those being accurately aligning the aperture to
laser focus due to their size and a target design which
would facilitate high repetition rate operation through
automated or precision target placement. By working
with the Target Fabrication Group at the CLF, the so-
lution was to include fiducial holes near the apertures,
shown in figure 4 (c). Knowing the distance from the
fiducial to the aperture enables the process of locating
them to be expedited. To overcome the second prob-
lem, target fabrication was able to create multiple rows
of targets on a single wafer of silicon, shown in figure 4
(d). Multiple of these wafers were then mounted on a
drive system, forming a target wheel. The drive system
allowed for the automated movement to a new target po-
sition after a shot, increasing the rep rate to the required
level.
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The targets themselves were made via process of etch-
ing, with an etching masked placed on top of the silicon
wafers. While this was a relatively time consuming pro-
cess, it provided high accuracy of aperture positioning
and size, but limited the minimum aperture diameter to
6 µm.

3 Experimental Setup

The experiment was carried out in target area 3 (TA3)
of the Gemini laser system, with a single plasma mir-
ror setup employed to improve the temporal intensity
contrast and two f/2 off-axis parabolas used to focus
the pulse onto the aperture targets and then collect and
collimate the generated light, with a schematic shown
in figure 5. The focusing OAP created a spot size of
3 µm, with nominal pulse durations of 40 fs and on-
target pulse energies of 5 J, leading to pulse intensities of
around 3× 1020 Wcm−2. The laser was incident normal
to the aperture targets. The main diagnostic used was a
Stokes polarimeter to image the HOM produced. Along
with this was a scatter screen to image transmitted near
field light, placed behind the first wedge shown in figure
5, with CCD cameras filtered for both the fundamental
frequency and frequency doubled light.

The aperture diameters were 6 µm and 10 µmwith tar-
get thicknesses of 4 µm, 6 µm. These sizes were chosen
based partly on the numerical investigation and the lim-
itations of the manufacturing process. To vary the focal
spot size, the targets were moved before focus, changing
the size of the focal spot that interacted with the aper-
ture. This enabled the spot size to aperture size ratio
to be varied to investigate the trends predicted in the
simulations.

Figure 5: Schematic showing the experimental setup

4 Focal Spot Spatial-Intensity Profiles

During the experiment the focal spot to aperture size
ratio was varied. As this was done, images of the focal
spot were taken, with example images shown in figure 6.

As can be seen, an increase in defocus led to a significant
change in the spatial-intensity profile of the focal spot,
with the greater the magnitude of defocus, the greater
the deviation from the Gaussian profile seen at best-
focus.

This change from Gaussian to non-Gaussian could
have a significant effect on the HOM generation as the
aperture edges will experience different pulse intensities,
leading to a change in the quantity of light generated and
the shape of the HOM produced. Preliminary analysis of
the data shows a large amount of noise, so far attributed
to both the on-shot spatial jitter and the variation in
spatial-intensity profile.

Figure 6: Images of the focal spot measurements made
during the experiments for varying levels of defocus. (a)
0 µm (b) 29 µm (c) 45 µm (d) 60 µm

5 Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated an experimental ca-
pability to investigate the aperture targets proposed by
our group [11][12] and others [13]. We have characterised
expected sensitivities to on-shot spatial jitter and identi-
fied other key effects related to the change in the spatial-
intensity profile of the laser as the focal spot size. This
characterisation informed both this and future experi-
mental campaigns involving aperture targets.
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